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Abstract. Action systems are a construct for reasoning about concur-
rent, reactive systems, in which concurrent behaviour is described by in-
terleaving atomic actions. Sere and Troubitsyna have proposed an exten-
sion to action systems in which actions may be expressed and composed
using discrete probabilistic choice as well as demonic nondeterministic
choice. In this paper we develop a trace-based semantics for probabilis-
tic action systems. This semantics provides a simple theoretical base on
which practical refinement rules for probabilistic action systems may be
justified.
1 Introduction
Action systems are a construct for reasoning about concurrent, reactive sys-
tems [2, 3], in which concurrent behaviour is described by interleaving atomic
actions. Sere and Troubitsyna have proposed an extension to action systems
in which actions may be expressed and composed using discrete probabilistic
choices as well as demonic nondeterministic choices [21, 22].
Action systems may be given either a sequential program semantics or a
trace semantics. Unlike the sequential interpretation, the trace semantics of ac-
tion systems captures the behaviour of the action system over time [4]. Like
action systems, probabilistic action systems may be given different semantic
interpretations. Initially [21] Sere and Troubitsyna specified the behaviour of
probabilistic action systems using the sequential program semantics of Morgan
and McIver [13]. In later work [22], Troubitsyna briefly suggests a trace-based
semantics may be given, however the details of this semantics is not clear. In this
paper we specify, in detail, a trace semantics for probabilistic action systems.
Trace-based semantics for similar probabilistic systems have been constructed.
For example, Segala [19] presents a trace-based semantics for probabilistic la-
belled transition systems. Although the probabilistic labelled transition systems
of Segala and Lynch [20] differ from probabilistic action systems, our semantics
bears similarities to this earlier work, and we provide a brief comparison.
Initially, in Sect. 2, we recount the trace semantics of action systems. Much
of the terminology used in the paper is introduced at this point. This is followed
in Sect. 3 by our probabilistic action system trace semantics. To assist under-
standing of the probabilistic semantics, it is related to the standard (i.e. non-
probabilistic) trace semantics throughout the presentation. In Sect. 4 we briefly
compare our semantics to that of Segala’s trace based semantics for probabilistic
labelled transition systems [19], and we discuss other related work.
2 Action Systems
An action system is of the form:
|[ var x1 : X1; ...; xn : Xn ; A0; do A1 [] ... [] An od]|:< z1 : Z1, ..., zm : Zm >
where each xi is a local variable, and each zj is a global variable. A0 is an
initialisation action that initialises the local variables without modifying the
global variables. A1, ...,An are actions that operate on the combined local and
global state space.
Actions are typically expressed and reasoned about using the refinement
calculus [5, 15], although we do not elaborate on any particular representation
here. Each action Ai has a guard, gd.Ai , which defines the states from which
Ai is enabled, meaning that it is able to be executed. The states from which Ai
terminates properly is denoted by term.Ai . The negation, ¬term.Ai , represents
the set of states from which Ai aborts, meaning that it does not guarantee
anything, even termination. Actions need not be deterministic: they may contain
demonic nondeterminism. That is, they may contain nondeterministic choices
which cannot be controlled, and may be resolved in the most unfavourable way
to an observer.
The behaviour of an action system A may be informally described as fol-
lows: first the local variables are initialised then, while the guard of at least one
action continues to hold, an enabled action is (demonically) nondeterministi-
cally selected and executed. In this way, concurrent behaviour is expressed by
interleaving actions. When no more actions are enabled, the action system ter-
minates. If an aborting action is executed, then no more constraints are placed
on future behaviour, that is, the action system itself aborts.
2.1 Trace Semantics
The state space Σ of an action system A is a set of mappings from the names of
variables in A to the values of their types. The local and global parts of this state
space are denoted local .Σ and global .Σ, respectively. Throughout the paper we
make use of a special termination state !. Given any state space Σ, we refer to
Σ extended with special state ! as Σ!.
Behaviours. In the trace semantics of Back and von Wright [4], the meaning
of an action system A is expressed in terms of the set of behaviours that A
may produce, beh.A. Each behaviour b represents the “output” of one possible
execution of A, that is, it represents one possible way that the nondeterminism in
the action system could be resolved.1 The “output” is represented by a sequence
which records the states that are reached after the execution of each action.
Formally, each behaviour b in beh.A, where A has state space Σ, is of type
iseq!.Σ, which represents the set of all finite and infinite sequences of states from
1 Note that nondeterminism may be present in both the choices between enabled
actions, and within actions themselves.
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Σ, where the finite sequences may be appended with a special state !, which
represents termination.2 A behaviour b is defined to be terminating if it is finite
and its last state is !; it is aborting if it is finite and its last element is not !;
it is nonterminating if it is neither terminating nor aborting. Each behaviour b
in beh.A is defined such that:
– The first state of b must be reachable by executing A0 from a global initial
state.
– For each state, b.i in b, if at least one action Ai is enabled from b.i , and
all of the enabled actions terminate from b.i , then b.(i + 1) is defined, and
is reachable from the preceding state b.i by performing one of the enabled
actions.
– If there exists a state b.i in b from which at least one enabled action does
not terminate, then b.i is the final element in the behaviour.
– If there exists an element in b, b.i , such that none of the actions are enabled
from state b.i then b.(i +1) is defined and is the special termination state !.
Traces and Trace Refinement. An action system A is refined by another ac-
tion system C, if the globally visible behaviour of C is able to be produced by A.
The globally visible view of a behaviour b is a trace, tr .b, of type iseq!.(global .Σ).
A trace of a behaviour is simply the behaviour with all finite sequences of stut-
tering steps and local states removed; a stuttering step is a step which does not
modify the global state. Traces are defined as terminating, aborting or nonter-
minating in the same way as behaviours. Let traces .A denote the set of traces
of action system A, i.e., {b : beh.A • tr .b}.
Definition 1. (from [4]). The trace refinement relation, "tr, between two action
systems A and C is defined as
A "tr C ! ∀ tC : traces .C • (∃ tA : traces .A • tA %tr tC ),
where tA %tr tC if, neither tA nor tC is aborting and tA = tC , or tA is aborting
and is a prefix of tC .
Hence trace refinement allows nondeterminism to be reduced, and it allows
aborting behaviours to be extended in any way. Infinite sequences of stuttering
steps are visible, and are distinguished from aborting behaviour, while finite
sequences of stuttering steps are hidden.
2 In the original presentation of the trace semantics of action systems [4], it was not
necessary to append terminating behaviours with the special symbol !, since the
guards of the actions could be used to distinguish between behaviours that terminate,
and those that do not. We use the termination symbol here because it simplifies the
presentation and because it is necessary in the probabilistic trace semantics presented
later.
3
3 Probabilistic Action Systems
Probabilistic action systems [22] have almost the same form as standard action
systems. They differ because actions are may be expressed and composed using
probabilistic programs using both nondeterministic choice and discrete proba-
bilistic choice: we write A1p⊕A2 to mean that A1 is executed with probability
p and A2 is executed with probability 1− p.
3.1 Semantics of Actions
Similarly to standard action systems, probabilistic actions (and the composi-
tion of probabilistic actions) may be expressed and reasoned about using the
probabilistic refinement calculus [13], which extends the standard refinement
calculus to allow for reasoning about probabilistic programs. In the probabilistic
refinement calculus, programs may be given a weakest precondition semantics3,
however we present the semantics of actions here simply in the relational style.
As for standard programs we do not elaborate on the language of actions other
than to note that it includes discrete probabilistic choice and demonic choice.
We refer to McIver and Morgan for more details [13].
The semantics of actions may be modeled in a relational style as functions
from the state space Σ to sets of discrete sub-probability distributions over Σ
[17, 13], where the set of all possible discrete sub-probability distributions over
Σ is defined by
Σ ! {d : Σ → [0..1] |
∑
σ:Σ
d .σ ≤ 1}.
For any such distribution, d : Σ, the unallocated probability 1 −
∑
σ:Σ d .σ
represents the probability of program abortion. If, from a given initial state σ,
the set of distributions reachable from σ by probabilistic program S is not empty,
then we say that S is enabled from σ. Otherwise, if S .σ is empty, then S is said
to be disabled from σ. The set of states from which S is enabled is referred to
as the guard of S and is defined by,
gd.S ! (λ σ : Σ • S .σ %= ∅).
Similar to the definition of refinement for standard programs, refinement between
probabilistic programs expressed in this relational style is defined by subset
inclusion [17],
S & T ! (∀σ : Σ • T .σ ⊆ S .σ),
and has the usual interpretation. That is, one program S is said to be refined
by another T , if T is guaranteed to achieve at least what S does, and possibly
more. Constraints are placed on the form of probabilistic programs to ensure
3 Sometimes referred to as a weakest expectation semantics.
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that probabilistic choices may refine nondeterministic choices and that aborting
behaviour may be refined in any way.4 For example, to ensure that probabilistic
choices may refine nondeterministic choices, the set of distributions reachable
from each initial state must be convex closed [13], i.e.,
(∀ p : [0..1], d1, d2 : S .σ • (∃ d3 : S .σ • d3 = d1p⊕ d2)),
where
d1p⊕ d2 = p ∗ d1 + (1− p) ∗ d2,
∗ denotes scalar multiplication, and addition is defined pointwise on distribu-
tions [13].
3.2 Trace Semantics
To capture the reactive behaviour of probabilistic action systems they, like action
systems, may be given a trace semantics. To capture the probabilistic behaviour,
the traces (we will refer to these as trace trees) that are described by probabilistic
action systems are branching and not linear.
Behaviour Trees. A probabilistic action system PA may be seen to gener-
ate a set of behaviour trees, behTree.PA. These, like the behaviours of action
systems, may be seen to represent the possible deterministic executions of the
system: that is, they describe how nondeterministic choices between different
probability distributions have been resolved during execution.5 In an “actual”
execution of the system the probabilistic choices may be resolved according to
the distributions used to describe them in a behaviour tree: this results in the
production of behaviours as defined in Sect. 2.
Fig. 1 shows a probabilistic action system PA and one possible behaviour
tree tA (represented graphically with unreachable behaviours elided) of PA. In
the graphical representation of the behaviour tree each node either represents
a state, or the special symbol & (denoting program termination). States in tA
are represented simply as pairs, (vx , vz ), where the first element, vx , represents
the value of local variable x , and the second element, vz , represents the value of
global variable z . For each node, the weighted edges leaving the node define the
probability of reaching different next states, given that the states along the path
from the root to the node have been chosen. If the sum of the probabilities of
branches leaving a node (excluding those containing special termination symbol
&) do not add up to one, then the remaining value represents the probability of
aborting from that node.
4 See [17, 13] for more details on this semantics. We suggest here a minor modification
to the semantics of presented in these references, since we allow distribution sets to
be empty in order to model guarded actions.
5 Note that we consider probabilistic choices to be deterministic.
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PA ! |[ var x ;
x := 0;
do x = 0 → x := 2 " x := 1
[] x = 1 → x , z := 3, 1
[] x = 2 → x , z := 4, 1 1
2
⊕ abort
[] x = 3 → x , z := 4, 2
od
]|:< z >
tA !
!
(0, vz )
(2, vz )
1
2
(4, 1)
(1, vz )
(3, 1)
1
1
(4, 2)
1
1
p 1− p
1
!
trTree.tA !
!
1
1−p
p
2+(1−p)
vz
1
2
p
2
p
2+(1−p)
p
2 + (1− p)
1
!
Fig. 1. Probabilistic action system PA, a behaviour tree tA in behTree.PA, and
trTree.tA . tA starts in global state vz , the nondeterministic choice between the as-
signment x := 2 and x := 1 is resolved by assigning x to 2 with probability p, and
assigning x to 1 with probability 1 − p after the output sequence 〈(0, vz )〉 has been
constructed. p is any value in [0..1].
The behaviour trees of an action system PA with state spaceΣ, may be mod-
eled as functions from finite sequences of states from Σ to discrete distributions
over the state Σ!. Given a behaviour tree t : seq.Σ → Σ!, and a finite sequence
s : seq.Σ, t .s specifies the next state distribution of t after producing the se-
quence of states s . That is, t .s specifies how the nondeterministic choice between
different probability distributions has been resolved during execution. The prob-
ability of aborting after producing output sequence s is 1 −
∑
σ:Σ"
(t .s .σ). The
probability of terminating after producing s is t .s .#. Formally, the behaviour
trees of action system PA are defined by
behTree.PA !
{t : seq.Σ → Σ! |
(∃ z0 : global .Σ • (∃ d : A0.z0 • t .〈 〉 = d ∪ {# (→ 0})) ∧
(∀ s " 〈σ〉 : seq.(gd.A) • (∃ d : A.σ • t .(s " 〈σ〉) = d ∪ {# (→ 0})) ∧
(∀ s : seq.(gd.A),σ : ¬gd.A • t .(s " 〈σ〉).# = 1)},
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where A0 is the initialisation action of PA, A is the composition of the actions of
PA. The similarity between this definition, and the description of behaviours in
Sect. 2 may be observed. The first condition states that the initial distribution
of states, t .〈〉, is reachable by executing the initialization action A0 from some
global initial state. The second states that, given some finite behaviour prefix s
is produced, and the combined action A is enabled, then the distribution of next
states is reachable by executing A.6 The third condition states that given some
finite behaviour prefix s is produced such that A is not enabled from the last
state of s , the next state reached is the termination state, #.
The reachable portion of a behaviour tree may be succinctly described by its
expectation of producing any finite prefix of a behaviour. For behaviour tree t ,
and finite behaviour prefix s , pExpt.t .s , denotes the probability that the deter-
ministic behaviour tree t will produce behaviour prefix s . The value of pExpt.t .s
may be calculated simply by multiplying together the probabilities along the
branches of t that are taken to produce s : for behaviour tree t : seq.Σ → Σ!,
finite behaviour prefix s : seq.Σ, and state σ : Σ!,
pExpt.t .〈 〉 ! 1
pExpt.t .(s " 〈σ〉) ! pExpt.t .s ∗ t .s .σ.
For example, applying this function to the tree in Fig. 1, we have that
pExpt.tA.〈(0, vz ), (2, vz )〉 = 1 ∗ p.
Trace Trees. As for action systems, one probabilistic action system PA is
refined by another PC, if the globally visible behaviour of PC is able to be
produced by PA. The globally visible view of a behaviour tree t is a trace tree,
trTree.t . Similar to the standard case, this is the behaviour tree t with all finite
sequences of stuttering steps and local states removed. For example, Fig. 1 shows
the trace tree trTree.tA constructed from behaviour tree tA. States in trTree.tA
are represented by the value of the global variable z .
Trace trees are defined similarly to behaviour trees. A trace tree from a prob-
abilistic action system of type Σ is defined to be a function from finite sequences
of states from global .Σ to discrete distributions over the state (global .Σ)!.
Like behaviour trees, the reachable portion of any trace tree is characterised
by its expectation to produce any finite trace prefix. Given a behaviour tree t
of a probabilistic action system with state space Σ, and a finite trace prefix s
without any trailing stuttering steps we define
pExpt.(trTree.t).s ! (
∑
s′:seq".Σ|tr .s′=s∧tStutSteps.s′=0
pExpt.t .s ′), (1)
6 Note that we do not specify that the distribution of next states is reachable from any
one of the enabled actions in A, since this would mean that a possible execution could
not perform some probabilistic combination of the enabled actions. This is consistent
with the notion that nondeterministic choice is able to be refined by probabilistic
choice [17]. Here it means that even a nondeterministic choice between actions is
able to be refined by some probabilistic choice between them.
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where for any finite behaviour prefix s , we define tStutSteps .s to be the number
of trailing stuttering steps in s . seq!.Σ is the set of all finite sequences of Σ,
possibly appended with special state !. That is, the expectation that trTree.t
will produce s is the probability that t will produce any finite behaviour prefix
s ′ such that tr .s ′ = s . This value is constructed by summing over the prefix
expectations in t of the shortest distinct behaviour prefixes s ′ which satisfy
tr .s ′ = s : any two behaviours are distinct if neither one is a prefix of the other.
The constraint tStutSteps .s ′ = 0 ensures that the behaviour prefixes in the sum
are the shortest possible distinct prefixes. In our example from Fig. 1 we can see
that
pExpt.(trTree.tA).〈vz , 1〉
= pExpt.tA.〈(0, vz ), (2, vz ), (4, 1)〉+ pExpt.tA.〈(0, vz ), (1, vz ), (3, 1)〉
= p2 + (1 − p).
Since stuttering steps are only globally visible if there are an infinite number
of them, the expectation of producing a trace prefix s which contains any i > 0
trailing stuttering steps is the probability that t outputs any behaviour s ′ which
produces the non-stuttering prefix of s and then stutters an infinite number of
times. This is expressed as a limit over prefix expectations of behaviour prefixes
in t . Let s be a trace prefix without trailing stuttering steps and i be some
integer greater than zero. We have
pExpt.(trTree.t).(s ! 〈last .s〉i) "
limn→∞(
∑
s′:seq".Σ|tr .s′=s∧tStutSteps.s′=n
pExpt.t .s ′).
Take for instance the behaviour tree tD generated from PD (Fig. 2). We have
that
pExpt.(trTree.tD).〈vz , vz 〉
= limn→∞(
∑
s′:seq".Σ|tr .s′=〈vz 〉∧tStutSteps.s′=n
pExpt.tD .s ′)
= limn→∞(pExpt.tD .〈(0, vz )〉! 〈(2, vz )〉n + pExpt.tD .〈(0, vz )〉! 〈(1, vz )〉n)
= limn→∞(
1
4 +
3
4 ×
1
2
n
)
= 14 .
That is, the probability that trTree.tD will stutter infinitely often after pro-
ducing 〈vz 〉 is only
1
4 : output behaviour prefix 〈(0, vz ), (2, vz )〉 is reached with
probability 14 , and from this point tD infinitely stutters. Output prefix
〈(0, vz ), (1, vz )〉 is produced with probability 34 , but from this point the probabil-
ity of infinitely stuttering is 0, since each time a further action is performed there
is a constant, non-zero probability that a terminating state will be reached. Note
that pExpt.(trTree.tD).〈vz , vz 〉 equals pExpt.(trTree.tD ).〈vz , vz , vz 〉, since once a
stuttering step has been produced, the expectation of stuttering again is one.
So far, given a behaviour tree t , we have described its trace tree purely in
terms of its pExpt function. The expectation of producing finite prefixes of a trace
tree is related to the tree itself, trTree.t , in a natural way. For any sequence s of
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PD ! |[ var x ;
x := 0;
do x = 0→ (x := 2 1
4
⊕ x := 1)
[] x = 1→ (x , z := 3, 1 1
2
⊕ x := 1)
[] x = 2→ skip
od
]|:< z >
tD !
!
(0, vz )
(2, vz )
1
(3, 1)
(1, vz )
1
2
1
4
3
4
. . .
1
2
(3, 1)
(1, vz )
1
2
(3, 1)
(1, vz )
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
(2, vz )
1
(2, vz )
1
. . .
1
1
1
!
!
trTree.tD !
!
vz
1vz
vz
vz
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
. . .
1
4
Fig. 2. Probabilistic action system PD, a behaviour tree tD in behTree.PD, and
trTree.tD . tD starts in global state vz . Since the trees tD and trTree.tD infinitely branch-
ing, the horizontal dots are used to represent repetition.
type seq.(global .Σ), such that pExpt.(trTree.t).s is greater than zero,
(trTree.t).s ! (λσ : (global .Σ)! •
pExpt.(trTree.t).(s " 〈σ〉)
pExpt.(trTree.t).s
).
If s is unreachable in trTree.t (pExpt.(trTree.t).s = 0), then
(trTree.t).s ! (λσ : (global .Σ)! • 0).
We denote the set of trace trees in A by trTree.A.
Refinement. We now define trace refinement for probabilistic action systems
in terms of the above definitions.
Definition 2. The trace tree refinement relation #⊕ between two probabilistic
action systems PA and PC that share the same global state space Σ, is defined
as
9
PA !⊕ PC ! ∀ tC : trTree.PC • (∃ tA : trTree.PA • tA $⊕ tC ),
where
tA $⊕ tC ! ∀ s : seq".Σ • pExpt.tA.s ≤ pExpt.tC .s .
The prefix relation between trace trees, $⊕, states that one trace tree tA
is a prefix of another tC if, for any finite trace prefix s , the probability of tC
to achieve s is at least that of tA. As for the standard case, this definition
allows nondeterminism to be reduced and aborting behaviour to be refined by
terminating or by producing further states. Infinite sequences of stuttering states
are also visible and finite sequences of stuttering steps are hidden. Since the
semantics of actions and the nondeterministic choice between actions allows
nondeterministic choice to be refined by probabilistic choice (recall that the
distribution sets must be convex closed), the set of trace trees themselves are
convex closed,
(∀ p : [0..1], t1, t2 : trTree.A | pExpt.t1.〈z0〉 = pExpt.t2.〈z0〉 •
(∃ t3 : trTree.A •
(∀ s • pExpt.t3.s = p ∗ pExpt.t1.s + (1− p) ∗ pExpt.t2.s)).
Hence the definition of probabilistic action system refinement allows nondeter-
minism between trace trees to be refined by probabilistic choices between trace
trees.
Fig. 3 specifies an action system PC such that PA !⊕ PC. PC is determin-
istic: it specifies how the aborting behaviour in PA should be refined, and how
the different nondeterministic choices should be made. Since action system PC
is deterministic it only has one behaviour tree for each initial state vz . Figure 3
shows the behaviour tree tC of PC that is produced from global state vz , and
the trace tree trTree.tC . We can see that tA $⊕ tC if the value of probability p
in tA is 14 .
4 Related Work
In the previous section we presented a trace semantics for probabilistic action
systems. In this section we relate it to Segala’s trace semantics for probabilistic
labelled transition systems [19]. We then discuss other related work.
The probabilistic labelled transition systems of Segala and Lynch [20] are
similar to probabilistic action systems: a labelled transition system is described
by a set of initial states and a set of stochastic transition relations. Like prob-
abilistic action systems, a probabilistic labelled transition system starts in one
of its initial states, and it may move to successive states by executing enabled
transitions (or discrete probabilistic combinations of enabled transitions). Unlike
actions (we refer to the definition of an action in a probabilistic action system),
10
PC ! |[ var y : N
y := 0;
do y = 0→ y := 2 1
4
⊕ y := 1
[] y = 1→ y , z := 3, 1
[] y = 2→ z := 1; (y := 4 1
2
⊕ y := 5)
[] y = 3→ y , z := 4, 2
[] y = 5→ y , z := 4, 4
od
]|:< z : N >
tC !
!
(0, vz )
(2, vz )
1
2
(4, 1)
(1, vz )
(3, 1)
1
1
(4, 2)
1
!
1
1
!
(5, 1)
(4, 4)
1
2
1
4
3
4
1
trTree.tC !
1
8
vz
1
1
1
4 2!
! !
1
8
11
3
4
Fig. 3. Action system PC, behaviour tree, tC : behTree.PC such that the initial state
of the global variable is vz , and trace tree trTree.tC . We have that PA #⊕ PC.
transitions are labelled. The labels of the transitions are used to define paral-
lel composition between labelled transition systems: parallel labelled transition
systems synchronise on shared labelled transitions. Recall that this is dissimilar
to action systems, in which parallel composition is defined by interleaving ac-
tions [6]. The labels of transitions are defined to be either internal or external,
and the globally visible behaviour of labelled transition system is expressed in
terms of the labels of the external transitions which are performed, and not the
intermediate states which are reached. Unlike action systems, labelled transi-
tion systems may terminate (reach a special deadlock state) at any time, and
transitions may not be aborting.
Our behaviour trees are like the probabilistic executions that are used to
describe the different possible deterministic executions of probabilistic labelled
transition systems [19]: they are described in a similar way. The actual global
behaviour of a probabilistic labelled transition system is defined by a set of
trace distributions, which are specified using the possible probabilistic execu-
tions. Trace distributions are defined as probability measures over possible exe-
cution fragments (which are finite and infinite sequences of external transition
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labels). These trace distributions are uniquely generated by probability distri-
butions which describe the expectation of producing finite prefixes of globally
visible behaviour. Hence they, like (the reachable portion of) our trace trees,
are uniquely described by the probability of producing finite prefixes of globally
visible behaviour [19]. Our trace trees could also be used to define probability
measures over traces, although this is not required to specify a useful definition
of refinement: the preservation of properties for finite trace prefixes guarantees
that properties relating to infinite traces are also preserved.
Other formalisms exist for expressing and reasoning about probabilistic con-
current systems, e.g., Stochastic Petri Nets [7], probabilistic CSP [18] and PEPA [9].
Probabilistic model checking has been successfully used to verify properties of
probabilistic systems [10, 11]. Probabilistic action systems differ from these pro-
cess algebra formalisms in the same way that action systems differ from their
non-probabilistic variants. One of the strengths of the probabilistic action sys-
tem approach is that it uses a specification/refinement paradigm in which the
resulting system is expressed at the level of code [12].
Other recent work on variants of probabilistic action systems has been con-
ducted. Hallerstede and Butler [8] constructed a probabilistic action system for-
malism that combines refinement with performance. They express the semantics
of these action systems using traces of expected costs. Unlike our trace semantics,
theirs does not describe the intermediate output states. Morgan [16] has started
an investigation into the relationship between labeled probabilistic action sys-
tems and probabilistic CSP [18]. Morgan’s labeled probabilistic action systems
are closely related to the probabilistic labelled transition systems of Segala and
Lynch [20], although a direct link between these does not seem to have been
made. McIver has extended Morgan’s notion of labelled probabilistic action sys-
tems to include synchronisation, hiding, and a definition of “property preserv-
ing” refinement [12]: this notion of refinement, unlike ours, is not trace-based.
Since these labelled probabilistic action systems behave like labelled transition
systems, McIver’s definition of refinement, unlike ours, does not require termi-
nation conditions to be preserved by refinement, e.g., an action system which
performs one globally visible action and then terminates, may be refined by an-
other which terminates before performing any action. In her work McIver has
also demonstrated how the “properties” that are preserved by the refinement re-
lation between labelled probabilistic action systems may be related to properties
that can be verified using the PRISM [1] model checker. This makes a develop-
ment process possible in which reasoning is performed using probabilistic model
checkers and proof based methods.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have constructed a simple trace-based semantics for the prob-
abilistic action systems of Sere and Troubitsyna [21, 22]. It is closely related to,
and may be seen to be an extension of the trace semantics for standard action
systems [4]. Instead of providing a measure theoretic definition of our proba-
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bilistic traces (our trace trees), we have retained a simple tree-based definition,
since this is sufficient for specifying a refinement relation between probabilistic
action systems which preserves properties of finite and infinite traces. Our trace
trees could be used to define probability measures using the same approach used
by Segala to describe the trace distributions for probabilistic labelled transition
systems [19].
Like the trace semantics for action systems, our semantics would not be used
directly to prove refinements between probabilistic action systems, instead it
could be used to justify simpler refinement rules, like the action system data
refinement rules [4]. Although refinement rules for probabilistic action systems
with a trace semantics have not been thoroughly investigated, refinement rules
for probabilistic action systems with a sequential program semantics7 have been:
algebraic properties for reasoning about iterative sequential probabilistic pro-
grams have been explored, and used to derive transformation rules (e.g., data
refinement rules) for sequential probabilistic action systems [14]. In further work
we show how the same algebraic rules may be shown to apply to probabilistic
action systems with trace semantics, hence they may be used to verify these
refinement rules at the level of traces. This will provide a simple but powerful
connection between the sequential and concurrent probabilistic program theory.
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